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Back to back?

Rock it out now
Orlando's local music
scene promises to give a
good show -SEEVARIETY,A14

Football takes first rush toward
another triumphant year -SEE SPORTS,A11
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DEAD SEA
SCROLLS GO
More than 2,000 years after they were
written, the Dead Sea Scrolls are getting
high-tedl treatment as part of an effort
to better preserve the ancient texts.
Over the next two years, the Israel
Antiquities Authority will digitally
photograph and scan every bit of
crumb6ng parchment and papyrus that
makes up the scrolls.
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. CHOCOLATE
GETS ITS OWN
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As demand for premium chocolate soars,

m

Breaking
news on
your cell

Get UCF news sentto your cell
phone. Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.

)
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SPACE
a new crop of high-tech confectioners
are changing the industry with Silicon
Valley~le innovation.
TCHO, pronounced"choh,"isn't your
ordinary chocolate factory and currently
sells its chocolate only online an,d
reaches out to customers through social
media outlets like YouTube.
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UCF students join thousands in board game play
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JONATHAN HOHENSEE
Staff Writer

On Wednesday at the McDonald's
restaurant at Alafya Trail and University Boulevard, UCF students joined
more than 3,000 people across the
globe to simultaneously play the board
game Monopoly.
The event, which lasted from 9:30
a.m. to 11 a.m., was an attempt to break
the world record of the most amount of
people to simultaneously play the popular property-trading board game. The
event was organized by Hunter Public
Relations, a public relations
firm for Has-

AROUND CAMPUS,A2

LATE KNIGHTS TO HOST
EVENT BEFORE FIRST
HOME FOOTBALL GAME
Late Knights hosts Rush Black & Gold at
Memory Mall tonight at 9 p.m.
Rush Black & Gold is a pep-rally themed
event gets students ready the night
before UCF's first home football game
tomorrow. Activities include human
foosball and human bowling.

bro.
"It first came to us as an opportunity to fundraise for Hunter Public Relations, but we also wanted to make history, and set a world record here at
UCF," Gaby Irizarry said Irizarry is the
president of the Beta Theta Chapter of
~ Lambda Th~ta Alpha Latin Sorority, and the organizer of the event.
"There are just a lot of people here
from UCF trying to break the world
record and unite as Knights," Irizarry
said.
Irizarry spent the 2008 summer
semester playing monopoly "once or
twice a week" at the Boys and Girls
Club, where she worked as a program
assistant.
"It's pretty cool. It has a 'Knight'
atmosphere. We're having fun, people
are eating and enjoying themselves,"
Rose Gaseanon said about what it was
like to play Monopoly inside a McDonalds.
Gaseanon was one of the participants at the event, along with many
PLEASE SEE
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GOV. CRIST NAMES
APPEAL JUDGE TO
SUPREME COURT

NATION & WORLD, A4

Wrth forecasters warning that Gustav

could strengthen and slam into the Gulf
Coast as a major hurricane, a New Orleans
still recovering from Hurricane Katrina's
devastating hit drew up evacuation plans.
City officials began preliminary planning
to evacuate and lock down the city.
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Timeline to the vote
The events that led to Sen. Cook's trial
JEFFREY RILEY

NEW ORLEANS
PREPARE FOR AREPEAT
OF KATRINA

•
•
•
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The Orlando Sentinel is discontinuing its participation in
the UCF student readership
program. after negotiations of
pricing with the Student Government Association fell
through.
SGA president
Logan
Berkowitz said during a Senate meeting Thursday that all
Orlando Sentinel boxes would
be removed from campus.
The readership program,
provided through the SGA, is
a way to allow UCF students
free access to different newspapers around campus. Those
papers, until recently, were
the Orlando Sentinel, The New
York Times, and USA Today.
USA Today is owned by
the Gannett Company Inc.,
the same company that owns
the Future.
The readership service is
paid for by a minimal fee
charged to UCF students at
the beginning of each semester. UCF is charged 40 cents
for The New York Times and
USA Today each, and 17 cents
for the Orlando Sentinel.
However, ~
relations
between the SGA and the
Orlando Sentinel turned sour
when the latter requested a
23-cent increase at the beginning of the current academic
year. SGA refused the deal,
and with the Sentinel offering
no chance for bartering, both
parties decided to end the
service.
"They've been part of this
program for years at 17 cents,"
Berkowitz said, "but I won't
allow the Sentinel to force our
students to have to pay extra."
Although the Sentinel has a
smaller circulation than USA
Today, it costs just as much at
the news stands, with The
New York Tunes running at a
higher price than both of
them.
It was with that in mind
that the Sentinel requested a
PLEASESEE

Gov. Charlie Crist has selected 2nd District
Court of Appeal Judge Charles Canady as
his first appointment for a pair of Floride:
Supreme Court openings. Canady, who
was among those who prosecuted
President Bill Clinton's 199 impeachment
trial will serve in the court's at-large
position.

•

Price change request
causes rift with UCF

WW

Online News Editor

The trial and vote to
remove Cook from office took
place on Thursday evening in
the Student Union.
Information on the trial,
including the final vote count,
are currently online at
www.ucfnews.com, but happened after press deadlines
and couldn't be in the paper.
Since the events leading up
to the impeachment happened over the summer, here's
a look back at a timeline of
events leading up to Thursday.
OOnJune 29, Student Government Association Sen.
Webster Cook attended a
mass hosted by Catholic Campus Ministries with his friend
because he said that he wanted to show his friend how

Visit our Web site for results
and reactions from the vote.
www.CentralFloridaFuture.com
communion worked.
0 When the time for communion came, Cook said that
he explained to his friend that
his friend couldn't take the
Eucharist,butthatCookcould
get one and bring it back to
show him.
0 Cook's friend went with
him to the altar without
accepting Communion, but
Cook was going to bring the
Eucharist to his seat so that his
friend could see it.
D Cook said the woman
giving out the Eucharist
grasped his elbow, and a

woman next to him ordered
him to eat it.
0 According to Catholic
Campus Ministry worker
Michelle Ducker's statement
in an affidavit, Cook pretended to consume it and then
placed it in his pocket
When Cook returned to his
seat, Ducker realized that he
had not eaten it and moved
toward him.
0 Cook said that Ducker
told him that if he did not eat
it, she was going to make a
scene.
According to Cook, she
tried to remove the Eucharist
from his hand, and he asked
her to stop touching him.
0 UCF Associate Campus
Minister Joshua Swallows
asked Cook and his friend to
PLEASE SEE
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UCF will spend
$6 million on staff
TARA YOUNG
News Editor

Provost and Executive
Vice President Terry Hickey
announced
Thursday
evening that UCF will be
spending $6 million on faculty and staff bonuses and raises.
The money comes as a
result of the additional
tuition revenue generated by
UCF's enrollment growth
and increasing growth rates.
This will allow UCF to
"reward those dedicated faculty and staff members who
have worked so diligently to
serve our growing student
population during these very
difficult times," Hickey said
in a press release.
Hickey announced that
UCF will award all eligible
employees $1,000 bonuses
and provide merit-based

raises to those who qualify,
Hickey said. Most eligible
full-time faculty and staff
members should receive the
one-time bonus of $1,000 in
October. Merit increases are
also expected to take effect in
October.
"Thank you for your continued efforts to serve our
growing student population
and, in so doing, helping to
generate the tuition revenue
that made these increases in
compensation
possible,"
Hickey said. "I also want to
thank the members of the
UCF Board of Trustees for
their continued commitment
to our employees, as shown
by their enthusiastic backing
of these efforts to compensate our faculty and staff
members."
Check
Wednesday's
Future for a full story on the
bonuses.
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News and notices for
the UCF community

Late Knights preps for first game
Late Knights hosts Rush
Black & Gold at Memory Mall
tonight at 9 p.m.
Rush Black & Gold is a peprally themed event that gets students ready the night before
UCF's first home football game
tomorrow.
Activities include human
foosball. human bowling, a Velcro wall and a prize cube along
with free food
For more information contact Kacie at 407-823-6471 or
ucflk@mailuc£edu

Tbe Student Newspaper at UCF since 1968

August 29, 2008
Vol 40, Issue 71 • 18 Pages
The Central Florida Future is the independent, studentwritten newspaper at the Univeisity of Central Rorida.
Opinions in the Future are those of the individual
columnist and not necessarily those of the edttorial staff
or the Univroi!y administration. All OJOtentis property of
the Cent10/Florido Future and may not be reprinted In part
or In whole without permission from the publisher.
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Editor-in-Chief
Padrick Brewer x213

Participate in an auction
Tuesday in the Ferrell Commons in Room 185-C at 11 am.
that will help clarify values
related to career and major
decision-making.
Identify your personal and
work values and learn how
, those match up to career choices.
For more information con' tact Career Services at 407-823'. 2361 or career@mail.uc£edu.

Woman allegedly steals $5,000,

delays start of youth baseball

CASSELBERRY - A Central Florida youth baseball
league has been forced to delay
the start of its fall season after
• one of its board members
allegedly stole nearly $5,000.
Casselberry Little League
'
members told the Seminole
County Sheriff's Office that 41year-old Patricia Ann Penn
maxed out the league's credit
cards by purchasing personal
items at Sam's Club and filling up
her gas tank over the past eight
months. The league also accused
Penn of stealing an undeter' mined amount of cash from the
league's concession stand, which
provides more than 60 percent
of the group's funding.
Jail records show Penn was
arrested Monday and faces one
charge of larceny.
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A t the UCF Memory Mall on Tuesday, bystanders gathered to
watch a sport. in which players pummeled each other with
dodgeballs, while other players run up and down a field with brooms
or lacrosse sticks between their legs.

adviser@(entra/Floridofuturecom

C

"It's like dodgeball combined with soccer combined
with hide-and-go-seek" UCF
student Garrett Ferrara said.
The sport they are playing is Muggle Qudditch, an
adaptation of the popular
fictional game from the
Harry Potter book series;
however, the game has been
slightly altered to be
playable by non-wizards,
known as Muggles in the
series. The team that represents Muggle Quidditch for
UCF is quidditchKNIGHTS,
which has been an unofficial
club on the campus since the
2008 spring semester.
"[I just did] the hardest
thing in my life, I am so out
of shape to play this sport.
It's
a
pretty
violent
sport ...this needs to be
NCAA; it's better than football, seriously," UCF student
Chris Ropanese said, who
decided to join in after walking past the match.
The Intercollegiate Quidditch Association,
is
responsible for rule-keeping
and hosting the Intercollegiate World Cup, which tetnatively will be held on
October 26th this year. So
far, 163 colleges in the United
States, Canada, the United
Kingdom and Australia are
part of the association. UCF
is a part of the association's
Southeast conference.
According
to
the
association's 39-page rulebook, the game is played
between two teams of seven
players; three Chasers, one
Keeper, two Beaters, and the
Seeker. The Chasers pass
the Quaffle-ball amongst

themselves and tfy to get the
Quaffle past the Keeper and
through the goal hoop in
order to score points. The
Beaters carry with them
Bludgers (dodge balls) that
they throw at other players.
When a player is stuck by a
Bludger they "fall" off of
their broom, which· means
the player must drop any
balls in their hands, run
towards their home goal and
run a circle around the goal.
The only player that is
independent of the two
teams is the Snitch, who
must run around the field
trying to avoid having their
ball snatched away by the
two seekers.
Once the
Seeker retrieves the ball, the
game is over and the team
that "captured" the Snitch
earns 150 points.
Like in the books, brooms
must stay between the legs
of the player at all times;
however, unlike the books,
most players are incapable of
magically flying. Although
brooms are suggested, the
organizers
of
quidditchKNIGHTS tells
players they may use any
stick-shaped object, such as
lacrosse sticks, mops and
even vacuum cleaners. Players who do not bring any
type of stick to carry around
must hold their arms behind
their back. Additionally, participants of Quidditch can
purchase Harry-Potter-style
broomsticks, at prices that
range from $32 to $79, from
Alivans.com, a popular
Harry Potter retail supply
shop.
"We would like to have

capes, like the players do in
the movies and the books.
We would also like to have
team shirts and another staple would be Quidditch goggles, if we co~ld get those
too." quidditchKNIGHTS
founder Lynn Coffey said.
Coffey later said that the
club's goal for this year is to
become an official club on
campus so that it can get
funding to help the team
become tournament-ready.
For scrimmages, the team
can afford to have only two
goals, as opposed to the tournament-sanctioned six.
'
So
far,
the
quidditchKNIGHTS have
been challenged to play
Muggle Quidditch matches
against the Savannah College
of Art and Design, the University of Florida, and the
University of South Florida.
The hoops for the
qudditchKNIGHTS
was
constructed out of scrap
wood and hula-hoops by
Willy Craig and Mike Lighston, the latter of the two had
not read any of the Harry
Potter books, and only seen
one of the movies completely.
"It's
for
anybody.
Anybody can play, it's really
easy to learn and it's a lot a
lot of fun," Ferrara said,
stressing that the game is not
just for Harry Potter fans.
The quidditchKNIGHTS
meets on Tuesday afternoons at 7:00 p.m. at
Memory Mall. Organizers
can be reached at qudditchknights@gmail.com, or
on their Facebook page,
titled quidditchKNIGHTS.
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Young bald eagle rescued from
traffic, taken to treatment center
BAY PINES - A young bald
eagle was rescued from traffic
near a Bay Pines veterans hospital and taken to a treatment center in Orange County for surgery.
A spokeswoman with the
Audubon Center for Birds of
-Prey in Maitland said the bird is
doing well. Rescuers believe he
may have flown into a power
line.
The 4-year-old male underwent surgery Wednesday afternoon to repair a compound frac-
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LOCAL
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TALLAHASSEE Gov.
• Charlie Crist has selected 2nd
, District Court of Appeal Judge
, Charles Canady as his first
: appointment for a pair of Florida Supreme Court openings.
The former Republican congressman was among those
who prosecuted President Bill
Clinton's 1999 Senate impeachment trial The Senate eventu' ally acquitted Clinton.
Canady later served as general counsel to Gov. Jeb Bush and
defended Bush's school voucher
: program, which let children
1
from failing public schools
switch to private schools at taxpayer expense. The Supreme
· Court ruled 5-2 that the program
was unconstitutional
'
Canady will serve in the
court's at-large position. Crist
has not yet selected a justice for
the north Florida seat.

•

News Editor
Tara Young x213

The part-time job fair provides the opportunity for
employers to discuss parttime, on-campus and off-campus job opportunities for UCF
students Wednesday in the
Pegasus Ballroom from 10 am.
to 2p.m.
.
Also there will be employers
who have part-time employ' ment needs, as well as for students who desire to obtain
experience while in school and
pay part of their college expenses.
For more information, contact Career Services at 407-8232361 or career@mailucf.edu

Crist names appeals court judge
to Supreme Court opening

•
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Job fair in Student Union Wednesday

Keep local with headlines
you may have missed
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Auction for decision-making
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LET US KNOW
LOCAL WEATHER

Today
NIGHTLY
T-STORMS

High:90°
Low:75°

TODAY IN DETAIL
Today: A 40-percent chance of showers and thunderstorms. East-southeast wind at 6 mph.
Tonight: Showers into the evening.
East wind at 5 mph and a max
humidity of 80 percent.

Saturday
T-STORMS

Sunday
T-STORMS

High:88°
Low:76°
High:85°
Low:76°

.

The Future wants to hear
from you. If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send a fax to 407-4474556 or
an e-mail to
editor@centraltloridafuture.co
m. Deadlines are 5 p.m. Friday
for the Monday edition, 5 p.m.
Monday for the Wednesday
edition, and 5 p.m. Wednesday
for the Friday edition.
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The Boyfriend
Cardigan
from Zinc
In black/wine,
navy/heather grey
or black/white. $39.

MOAMOA
Shiny leggings. $20.

'

'
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•
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Make Shopping More Rewarding
USE YOUR DILLARD'S CHARGE. WE ALSO WELCOME VISA, MASTERCARD, AMERICAN EXPRESS, DINER'S CLUB & DISCOVER CARD.
FLORIDA MALL (407) 240-1771 • SEMINOLE TOWNE CENTER (407) 330-1775 • WEST OAKS MALL (407) 292-6866 • OVIEDO MARKETPLACE (407) 977-9996
ALTAMONTE MALL {407) 830-1211 • Hair Salon, (407)262-4361: Mon.-Sat. 10-8, Sun. 12-6 • FASHION SQUARE (407) 896-1211 • Hair Salon, (407)897-2361: Mon.-Sat 10-7, Sun. 12-6 • VOLUSIA MALL(386) 255-8161
,-.
MERRITT SQUARE (321) 452-6411 • MELBOURNE SQUARE (321) 676-1300, Mon.-~ 10-9, Sun. 12--6
l
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LOCAL&SfATE

NATION & WORID
Keep current with headlines from around the globe

FROM Al.
ture of his left wing.
It's unknown whether the
bird will return to the wild

Miami woman daims victory
on Bravo's hair cutting show
MIAMI - Denise "Dee"
Adames, a spunky Miami
hairstylist, was crowned as
the newest winner of Bravo
TV's Shear Genius.
The 37-year-old beat out 11
other contestants Wednesday
in the popular reality show
competition that is designed
to test a hairstylist's skills.
Host Jaclyn Smith and guest
judges made their decision in
the show's finale when the
three remaining finalists had to
cut, color and style the hair of
various models ranging from
ages 16 to 60 in three hours.
Adames won $100,000, an
apprenticeship at a Nexus
salon and a chance at an
Allure magazine photo shoot.
Adames has worked with
John Paul Mitchell Systems
and Peter of London Salon
and Spa She plans to open
her very own salon this year.

MUSADEQ SADEQ / ASSOCIATED PRESS

Afghan athlete Rohullah Nikpai receivers a hero's welcome upon returning to Kabul,
Afghanistan, after winning a bronze medal in judo at the Beijing Games.

New Or1eans residents prepare
for a strengthening Gustav
NEW ORLEANS
National Guard troops stand
ready, batteries and water
bottles sold briskly, and one
small-town mayor spent a
sleepless night worrying.
The New Orleans area
watched as a storm marched
across the Caribbean on the
eve of Hurricane Katrina's
third anniversary.
With forecasters warning
that Gustav could strengthen and slam into the Gulf
Coast as a major hurricane, a
New Orleans still recovering
from Hurricane Katrina's
devastating hit drew up
evacuation plans.
"I'm panicking," said Evelyn Fuselier of Chalmette,
whose home was submerged in 14 feet offloodwater when Katrina hit.
Fuselier said she's been
back in her home one year
this month, and called
watching Gustav swirl
toward the Gulf of Mexico
indescribable. "I keep thinking, 'Did the Corps fix the
levees?,' 'Is my house going
to flobd again?' ... ~ I going
to have to go through all this
again?'"
Taking no chances, city
officials began preliminary
planning to evacuate and
lock down the city in hopes
of avoiding the catastrophe
that followed the 2005
storm.
New Orleans Mayor Ray
Nagin left the Democratic
National Convention in
Denver to return home for
the preparations. Gov.
Bobby Jindal declared a state
of emergency to lay the
groundwork for federal
assistance, and put 3,000
National Guard troops on
standby.
Forecasters said Wednesday that Gustav could
strengthen to a Category 3
hurricane with winds of ill
mph or faster in the next
several days before hitting
somewhere between the
Florida Panhandle and
Texas.
Tropical Storm Gustav
was heading toward Jamaica
early Thursday while many
miles away, New Orleans
residents watched it with a
nervous eye.
Meanwhile, a new tropical depression formed farther east in the Atlantic.
A day after stalling off
Haiti's coast, Gustav was
centered about 80 miles east
of Kingston, Jamaica, and
moving toward the westsouthwest near 8 mph at 5
am.
The storm was expected
to pass very close to Jamaica
later in the day, according to
the National Hurricane Center in Miami
It's maximum sustained
winds were near 50 mph.
The tropical storm was forecast to regain strength and
the hurricane center said it
could become a hurricane
again by Friday.
The new tropical depression had maximum sustained winds near 35 mph.
The depression was centered about 355 miles eastnortheast of the northern
Leeward Islands and moving
toward the west-northwest
near5mph.

Rising waters take two

manatees to Wekiwa Springs
WEKIWA SPRINGS The rising waters that accompanied Tropical Storm Fay
last week are letting manatees
get to places they've never
been seen before.
Warren Poplin, the manager of Wekiwa Springs State
Park, says he was flabbergasted when saw two manatees
show up in a swimming hole
at the springs. The first sighting was on Monday.
Although the spring is
only 15 miles from the St.
Johns River, the Wekiva River
is normally too shallow for
manatees.
The
storm
changed that, dumping more
than a foot of rain over the
park in north Orange and
west Seminole counties.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

HIGHER
EDUCATION
What's in the news at
colleges around the country

Photos cause Iowa college~

president to resign

FORT DODGE, Iowa The president of Iowa Central Community College in
Fort Dodge is resigning after
13 years in the wake of a controversial photo that raised
questions about his conduct.
Mark Crimmins, the president of the college's board of
trustees, told The Messenger
that he met with Paxton on
Wednesday and both parties
agreed on Paxton's departure. Crimmins says Paxton
always said he would resign if
his presence adversely affected the college and "he is
keeping true to his word"
The photo, which was
published in The Des Moines
Register last Saturday, shows
Paxton with a group of young
people on a boat. He is holding a keg above a young
woman's head
Crimmins says the Iowa
Central board will likely
approve a severance package
for Paxton at a meeting on
Thursday. The board will
also vote on Paxton resignation.

Arkansas asking students
to use less electricity

I

•
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FAYETTEVILLE, Ark. The University of Arkansas
at Fayetteville is asking people on campus to use a little
less power, as the school's
electric bill is expected rise
$1.2 million from last year.
University officials expect
electric costs for the current
fiscal year to be $1.2 million
than the year before - which
in turn was another $1.2 million higher than in fiscal 2007.
The school is asking faculty, staff and students to use
less electricity by unplugging
devices and turning off lights.
"Conservation is the key,"
said Scott Turley, director for
utility operations and maintenance at the university.
"Each of us can have an
impact by being smart energy consumers. Most of it is
common sense, like turning
off lights and keeping space
temperatures at reasonable
levels."
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

Bus bombing in Pakistan
leaves at least nine dead

l

PESHAWAR, Pakistan Suspected militants bombed
a bus carrying prisoners in
northwest Pakistan on
Thursday, killing at least
nine people as fighting
between security forces and
extremists flared across the
country's tribal belt.
The powerful blast left a
massive crater in the middle
of a bridge in Bannu and left

the burnt-out vehicle completely mangled
The fresh violence came
just more than a week after
longtime U.S. ally Pervez
Musharraf resigned as president, triggering a scramble
for power that collapsed
Pakistan's governing coalition.
The party long led by
slain former Prime Minister
Bena zir Bhutto is now in a
position to dominate the
government and it is toughening its stance against
Islamist extremists.
The Pakistani Taliban,
meanwhile, are becoming
increasingly bold, claiming
responsibility for a wave of
suicide bombings and gun
attacks.
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Thailand demonstrators call
for prime minister's resignation
BANGKOK, Thailand Thousands of demonstrators, some armed with golf
clubs, batons and bamboo
sticks, defied a court order
to end their occupation of
the prime minister's office
compound Thursday, vowing to remain until the country's leaders resign.
Dozens of members of
the People's Alliance for
Democracy clad in military
fatigues wielded makeshift
weapons as they stood
guard around the perimeter
of the compound, which the
demonstrators have occupied since Tuesday.
Protesters locked most of
the gates and built barriers
in anticipation of a pos~ible
police raid.
The group's leaders said
they have a legal right to
protest there.
"The PAD is not doing
anything wrong," said
Chamlong Srimuang, one of
the leaders, referring to the
initials of the alliance. ''We
are staging a protest because
the government has made
too many mistakes and has
no legitimacy to run the .
country."
The alliance wants to
force the government of
Prime Minister Samak Sundaravej to step down, accusing it of corruption and of
serving as a proxy for former
Prime Minister Thaksin Shinawatra, who was ousted in
a 2006 coup and faces several corruption cases.
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Cell manipulation in mice
may lead to diabetes cure
NEW YORK -

Talk

about an extreme makeover:
Scientists have transformed
one type of cell into another
in living mice, a big step
toward the goal of growing
replacement tissues to treat
a variety of diseases.
The cell identity switch
turned ordinary pancreas
cells into the rarer type that
churns out insulin, essential
for preventing diabetes.
But its implications go
beyond diabetes to a host of
possibilities, scientists said
It's the second advance in
about a year that suggests
that someday doctors might
be able to use a patient's own
cells to treat disease or
injury without turning to
stem cells taken from
embryos.
The work is "a major
leap" in reprogramming
cells from one kind to another, said one expert not
involved in the research,
John Gearhart ofthe University of Pennsylvania
That's because the feat
was performed in living
mice rather than a lab dish,
the process was efficient and
it was achieved directly
without going through a
middleman like embryonic
stem cells, he said
-ASSOOATED PRESS
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How Do I Text
UCFNEWS to 44636?
UCFKNIGHTS

You have successfully
subscribed to UCF

Text stop to end at
any time.
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Grab your cell phone.

2.

Select messages on your
main menu

3.

Write a new text message,
"UCFKNIGHTS"

this message to 44636
4. Send
(41NFO).
Begin receiving
5. UCF Knights Football Scores!
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Receive FREE, real-time scores and alerts on your c~I phone from the Central Florida Future. Just text a keyword, like UCFKNIGHTS,
to 44636. For a list of other info you can get on your cell, text MENU to 44.636. Now you can be in the know while on the go!
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'Fabulous' a
for UCF gay group
MELISSA CHADBOURNE
Staff writer

The UCF Gay, Lesbian,
Bisexual Student Union
kicked off its first meeting
Tuesday.
Students poked fun at their
own stereotypes with a group
exclamation of "fabulous," led
by the GLBSU President Jessica Osborn and her fellow officers. As people filed in. hugs
and
friendly
greetings
abounded as familiar and new
faces were welcomed. On the
wall hung their banner, reading "Out Loud, Out Proud,
Out Spoken Since 1976."
By the time the meeting
was in full swing, 160 students
filled the seats of the Cape
Florida Ballroom in the Student Union.
"The first meeting tends to
be new people treating it as a
hook-up place," Michael
Melendez-Rosa said, a regular
member since spring 2007
and honorary officer. Melendez-Rosa, a health sciences
major, said that attendance
will drop slightly after newcomers realized the organization was not just a meet-andgreet.
The GLBSU is a leading
gay, lesbian and bisexual
organization on campus, with
meetings every Tuesday at
8:30 p.m. in the Student
Union. Rainbow flags hung
over the door and the centercircle rail guided attendees to
the third-floor room.
GLBSU holds events
throughout the year, including
Diva Invasion, which won
UCF Event of the Year in 2007.
Diva Invasion occurs every
fall and features professional
female impersonators and one
amateur from Orlando.
This year's Diva Invasion
will feature professional performers Darcel Stevens and
Danielle Hunter as masters of

ceremonies.
They plan to take a
moment in the festivities to
spread "a message of solidarity," according to Osborn. The
theme is Downtown Divas,
and the revue will be held on
October 30. Raffles for prizes
will be held during the festivities.
Diva Invasion is put on
entirely by students. This year
the GLBSU hopes to move to
a larger venue.
"We're trying to get the
new arena. but they charge
too much," Osborn said.
GLBSU has been sending
out sponsor packets and looking for contributions to help
cover the cost of leasing the
arena space.
Other events by the
GLBSU include their GAYla.
GLBSU's version of prom.
GLBSU works with Students Advocating for Equality
and the campus ALLIES program.
SAFE is headed by GLBSU
member Aaron Valentine and
is a branch of GLBSU that
hopes to become its own recognized club within the year.
SAFE is considered the
activism and political wing of
GLBSU. It h_olds meetings
before GLBSU functions, but
members are working out
their own fall semester schedule.
SAFE works with the Fairness For All Families Coalition
in the fight against Amendment 2, the Florida Marriage
Protection Act. The amendment will affect gay and lesbian couples as well as impact
the benefits to heterosexual
couples not legally married.
They also work on any gay,
lesbian, bisexual, and transgender issues on campus,
including their campaign to
have gender-neutral bathrooms opened on campus for

•
•

transgender students and to
have gender identity and
expression covered under
UCFs discrimination policy.
ALLIES is a program
created by the UCF Counseling Center for faculty, students and staff to show support to GLBT communities.
They offer workshops on gay
rights issues and teach about ·
oppression, homophobia and
other obstacles facing the
community. People who
attend their advance workshop receive an Ally placard
that signifies they are willing
to help those in the GLBT
community.
' "Gay people go through
the training too," Osborn said.
"It's good information to

•
•

•
•
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know."

GLBSU officer Elizabeth
McDaniels is the organization's Florida Collegiate Pride
Coalition
representative.
GLBSU also works with the
FCPC to help bring awareness
and options to GLBT communities in other Florida colleges.
'We get all the Florida colleges together," McDaniels
said.
FCPC holds workshops in
colleges covering topics such
as 'What is Gender?" Last
year their events were held in
Miami. and this year they will
be held at Embry-Riddle University in Daytona Beach,
Osborn said.
Embry-Riddle was chosen
because of its positive attitude
during last year's proceedings.
As a militarily influenced
school, Osborn feels it is
important to assist any
Embry-Riddle GLBTstudents
that are struggling to come
out.
"It's really hard to be out in
the armed forces," Osborn
said. 'We wanted to bring
FCPC there and help them."

Julian Koerner, 22, a VCC student specializes in ~stomer service at the newly opened Refresh Computers & Electronics store off campus,
located right beside the CB&S Bookstore, which sells recycled electronics. Koerner tallies up the total cost of a refurbished laptop.

Fresh business sells
recycled electronics
SAMUEL STROCKHOFF
Contributing Writer

A store has opened near
UCF that does not plan to
offer new merchandise.
Refresh Computers &
Electronics on Collegiate
Way, near CB&S Bookstore,
sells recycled and --refurbished goods.
"We're probably the only
tenant in that building that
doesn't use the garbage can,"
store manager Neil Backman
said.
The store's grand opening
took place on Aug. 24. The
new store across from campus is the second of its kind:
the first Refresh opened in
Longwood earlier this year.
The merchandise changes
every few weeks as more
products are recycled. Four
warehouses in Longwood
stock goods for the two
stores.
The merchandise at
Refresh consists of electronics, office accessories and
other items recycled from ·
businesses statewide. The
stock ranges from regular
equipment like cables,
routers, keyboards and monitors to less common merchandise.
In a walk-through of the
store, technician James Griffith pointed out some of the
store's more unusual items
like an oscilloscope, grow
lamp and .antique Breatha-

lyzer. Griffith also said that
the company's warehouse in
Longwood features reel-toreel audio equipment, the
housing for a pay phone and
a near-ancient model of
Macintosh computer.
"It's worth it to come here
often," technician James
Griffith said. "Every so often
we get that one thing from
that one client."
Refresh offers both Apple
and . PC computers and
peripherals. Each desktop or
laptop is priced according to
·its specifications.
Technicians clean, repair
and test products that arrive
from clients. In the warehouses where the products
arrive, machines that can't be
salvaged still provide parts
and recyclable scrap material.
"One week we got about
30 laptops from a company. I
had to just make something
work," Griffith said.
Technicians at the store
offer repair services for
home electronics, but none
of the stores' merchandise
come from consumers.
"Everything is commercial only. We're not a pawn
shop, everything is 100 percent legal," Griffith said.
Not only is the m erchandise recycled, the shelves,
wall racks and other store
equipment have been recycled from either clie nts or
closing businesses.

"It's all recycled or
reused. I think they paid for
the paint," Griffith said.
Al Assets Inc., the parent
company of Refresh Electronics, was founded in January 2007. Before opening the
first Refresh store in Longwood in Marc:h of this year,
Al did business primarily
online. With the second
store opening within six
months of the first, the company's goal of opening five
stores in five years is well
underway.
Organizations do business with Al Assets Inc. to
ensure that what they no
longer use is responsibly
recycled. Some products are
also put on consignment
through Al Assets Inc.
.
"Clients get a percent
back when we sell, so that's
their advantage to recycling
with us," Griffith said.
Many electronic devices
contain hazardous materials
that require special disposal.
In some cases, organizations
have to pay in order to properly recycle things, such as
CRT monitors. Recycling
through the Refresh stores
allows businesses to potentially gain money by responsibly recycling used electronics.
Backman's unofficial slogan for the stores is on display at the Longwood location: "Save the life of a
product, save the planet.''
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CHOOSE FROM REGULAR ROAST BEEF,
BEEF 'N CHEDDAR OR REGULAR POPCORN
CHICKENSHAKERS· WITHFRIESANDDRINK

~ Offer valid at participating Arby's restaurants
only. Void where prohibited. limit one offer per
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MEET YOUR
DREAM ROOMMATES .

•

(May require assembly.)

•

Living with strangers can be challenging,
but our dream roommates are easy.
From chairs that always have your back,
to blankets that love being around you,
there's a -dream roommate .for everyone .
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STUDY UP ON EVERYTHING YOU'LL NEED THIS SEMESTER .
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D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

Table lamps
Floor lamps
Chairs
Area rugs
Night table
Picture frames
Trash can
Curtains
Alarm clock
Pillows
Sheets
P.illowcases
Quilt
Quilt cover
Blankets

D
D
D

ING

Drying racks
Clothes hamper
Ironing board

T RI
ORGAN ZI G

.

•

•
•
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D
D
D
D
D
0
0
0
0
0
0

Storage -units
Bookcases
Media storage
D rawer organizers
Hangers
Shoe organizers
Door hangers
Closet organizers

•

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
·D
D
D
D
D

Desk
Computer desk
CPU holder
Keyboard holder
Desk chair
Desklamp
Desk organizer
Stackable
desk trays
File cabinet
Mouse_pad
Storage units
Notice boards
Laptop bag

SH WERING

D
D
D
D
D

Shower caddy
Towels
Wash cloths
Mirror
Scale

E TING

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

Coffee mugs
Bowls
Plates

SNILLE swivel chair $24.99/ea
Powder-coated steel, plastic. RA.
Seat W181/s><D15¾><H 15¾ -20 1/e".
White 69 8.166.41 Pink 498.166.42
Blue/g reen 198.425.29

Silverware
Food storage
containers
Snack table
Can opener
Bottle opener

C lothes rack
Shelves
H ooks

RA= Requires Assembly.
See JKEA store for country of origin informa tion.
© Inter !KEA Systems B.V. 2008. Printed in LISA.
Advertising supplement.
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STUDYING

Mattress pad

C E
•

$24991ea

EC LI T

L
I G & SLEEPI G

SNILLE
swivel chair

®

IKEA ORLANDO
Conroy Road and
Eastgate Drive at Millenia
{407) 355-3155
Mon-Sat: 10am-9pm
Sun: llam-7pm
Restaurant opens 30 minutes before store.

www.lKEA-USA.com
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Game becomes
international event
FROM Al
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campus newspaper boxes will no longer offer the Sentinel, due to disagreements on cost.

I

SGA against increase
fee increase for the distribution of their publication.
"We were requesting the
same 40-cent-per-copy price
that The New York Tzmes and
USA Today receive," Lisa
Jacobsen, human resources
spokeswoman for the Orlando
Sentinel said, "and the UCF
SGA had declined that request.
We had a good working relationship with the university,
but we do have the same costs
to cover as some of the larger
papers, and 17 cents just wasn't
profitable."
For the time being, UCF
will only offer the USA Today
and The New York Tunes as a
part of the student readership

program.
Since many journalism and
political science courses
require students to have copies
of the Orlando Sentinel for
class, those students may now
have to pay 75 cents to get the
newspaper.
Both the SGA and the
Orlando Sentinel hope to reconcile the disagreement soon
and bring the local city paper
back to the campus student
readership program.
"They've been in discussion for some time now,"
Jacobsen said, "and we definitely hope to bring it back if
we can come to an agreement
on the price."

1

other members of the Lambda Theta Alpha Sorority.
Other organizations represented UCF at the event,
including the Diversified
Greek Council, Delta Phi
Lambda, Future Minority
Leaders and the Hispanic
American Student Association.
All participants received a
free T-shirt announcing that
the wearer participated in
the
world's
largest
simultaneous
game
of
Monopoly.
"It's pretty cool," participant Jose Rieziera said. "It
hasn't hit me yet because I
haven't seen it, but sooner or
later it's going to hit me and
I'll be like 'Wow, I was a part
of that world record.' "
At 11:00 a.m., the organizers from Lambda Theta
Alpha sent a text message to
Hunter Public Relations
announcing the number of
participants. An estimated
3,361 people played Monopoly in the world record
attempt. Participants played
in cities ranging from Las

Vegas to Frankfurt to London
and Tokyo.
The event was created to
help
Hasbro
promote
_Monopoly Here and Now, a
reimagining of the classic
board game that updates the
game's asthetic style and
gameplay to reflect modem
times.
Changes to Monopoly for
the Here and Now edition
include renaming the streets
and the content of the game's
Community Chest and
Chance cards.
Additionally, the traditional paper money used for
the game's legal tender has
been replaced with an electric bank.
Other events organized by
Hasbro to promote the game
included a worldwide vote
that attracted more than 5
million voters looking to
have their home cities represented as one of the property
squares.
On August 20, the city of
Montreal gathered the most
votes and was chosen to
replace Boardwalk as the
property with the highest
rent.
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UCF junior Lois Roberts struts down a runway in the Pegasus Ballroom in the
Union, Monday. Pegasus Palooza hosted the UCF Bookstore Fashion Show event.
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Flexible Learning Online Courses
can help you achieve your
educational goals.
• Latin American History
• American History
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• Social Psychology
:

Beginning Spanish I & II

• Technical Writing
• Advanced Exposition
• Math for Liberal Arts I
• And Many More!

Talk to your advisor or visit our website for more information!

{ www.Flexible.dce.ufl.edu}
800.327.4218

I learn@)dce.ufl.edu

Find out how thousands of people save lives and earn extra CA$H by donating plasma
regularly. Plasma is used to make manufacture injectable products for people, including
children, with serious illneses.

DCI Biologicals

1900 Alafaya Trail Suite 500 Orlando

321-235-9100
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Showing McCain support
NICOLE WILLIS
Contributing Writer

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

Merely days from the start
of this year's Republican
National Convention in St.
Paul, Minn., UCF's College
Republicans are hard at work
contributing to Sen. John
McCain's campaign for president.
This summer, more than
300 of the club's members
were busy making signs and
recruiting new members for
the club. Members also
''phonebanked," calling unregistered voters and encouraging
them to vote for McCain.
The Arizona senator, publicly dubbed a "common sense
conservative" and supported
by Rudy Giuliani, Arnold
Schwarzenegger,
Sylvester
Stallone and Daddy Yankee,
will likely announce his running mate in the coming week.
A recent Orlando Sentinel poll
indicated that Floridians
would rather McCain choose
Mitt Romney as his running
mate than Florida Gov. Charlie
Crist.
McCain is known for his
often unpopular stances on
issues, but was leading last
Wednesday in the polls, 47 percent to 43 percent.
College
Republicans'
Women's Outreach Chairwoman Erin Stillson, 21, helped
with phone banking over the
summer, urged registered
independents to pick a side
and encouraged unregistered
women to vote.
'Women have a responsibility to themselves to vote and
make sure their rights are
enforced," Stillson, a senior
music major, said
The unofficial organization
Knights for McCain is associated with College Republicans
and is working specifically to
get McCain elected in November.
Harold Hedrick, executive
director of the College Republicans and co-chair of Knights
for McCain, said both clubs are
like "a giant family." Hedrick is

REEMA DESAI / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The College Republicans of UCF rallied together under their tent in front of the Student Union to show their support for Sen. John McCain,
R-Ariz., and to raise awareness about the upcoming election. The National Republican Convention is being held in St. Paul, Minn.

excited to attend the organizations' convention viewing
party Sept. 4, when McCain is
expected to accept his party's
nomination. Hedrick is confident McCain is the best choice
for president.
"His economic policy is
built on a competitive private
sector, and a smaller, responsive, results-oriented government," the sophomore business administration major said
"His approach will facilitate
creative freedom, encouraging
the innovation and entrepreneurialism that will foster job
creation and yield economic
prosperity."
College Republicans Chairman Justin York said the club
has been successful in boosting
membership. They had more
than 200 students sign up
within 24 hours. York is also
the first vice chairman for the
Florida Federation of College
Republicans,
the
state's
umbrella organization for all
Florida chapters of College
Republicans.
York is also coordinating a
statewide event following the
first showing of An American

Carol, a right-wing movie out
in October. He plans to use the
showing to get viewers to register to vote.
York, 20, is sure that
McCain will be the victor in
November.
Obama
and
McCain have been either tied
or within one point of each
other in the Gallup polls since
April, he said
"Candidates usually get a
convention bump after choosing a running mate," York said,
referring to Sen. Barack
Obama. D- fil,'s recent selection of Sen. Joseph Biden, DDel., as the Democratic vice
presidential candidate.
Obama was
officially
named the Democratic candidate Wednesday, and has
promised an end to the war
and a new economic policy.
The biggest discrepancy
between the two candidates is ·
how they see America's role in
the world, York said
"McCain has an Americacentered way of thinking,"
York said "I tend to believe
that we are the most prosperous country in the world
Obama sees the us as a com-

munity ofnations that isn't particularly special: Another outline on the map."
York said one of McCain's
policies that tends to resonate
with Democrats is the issue of
energy.
"Our policy is all of the
above,'' York said. "Drilling
domestically and in the intercontinental shelf - that gets us
off of foreign oil, and that's in
conjunction with wind power,
battery power and gas. If we
drill here, then we wouldn't be
buying oil from Russia and
Saudi Arabia at these rip-off
prices."
York also believes Obama's
choice in an older, more seasoned senator as a running
mate shows he is nervous that
he does not have enough experience, one of his widely noted
faults.
.
''He picked the conventional and safe choice," York said
''Biden's experience cannot be
transferred to Obama like a
cash payment."
The. College Republicans'
first meeting of the semester is
Sept. 2 at 6:45 p.m. in the Student Union.
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bean coffees ,in Central Florida
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Cook impeached,
might lose position
FROM

A1

leave. Cook said he was
insulted and demanded an
apology.
Swallows said in his statement that he was following
policy to make sure that the
Eucharist was not going to be
used for "devil worship."
D Cook did leave the
Mass, but he took the wafer
with him and placed it in a
plastic bag.
Cook told Channel 9, who
broke the story, that he was
keeping the wafer until he
received an apology for being
grabbed while at the Mass.
He also said that it was
inappropriate for SGA to
fund religious organizations.
The story gained national
attention.
D On July 6, one week
after the incident, Cook
returned the wafer to a priest
before a Mass.
Cook said that he received
angry and threatening letters
during the time he was holding the wafer.
Despite the Eucharist
being back in the hands of
those that blessed it, the situation was far from over.
D Cook filed charges
against Catholic Campus
Ministries with the Office of
Student Conduct, saying that
grabbing him and attempting
to force him to eat something
violated the written rules on
hazing.
.
D The hazing charges filed

against Catholic Campus
Ministries were dropped on
July 16, the same day that
Cook's problems began.
D SGA Official Anthony
Furbush filed a complaint
affidavit against Cook
The affidavit contained
testimonials from those present at the Mass.
. D The SGA Legislative,
Judicial and Rules committee
met on July 16, and decided
after a 5-2-0 vote to send the
complaint affidavit against
Cook to the SGA Senate,
where he would be investigated for possible impeachment.
D The vote for impeachment took place on July 20 at
the weekly SGA Senate meeting.
After a discussion on the
implications that religion
played in the matter, the Senate voted 33-2-0 to impeach
Cook
D Being impeached did
not mean Cook had to leave
office, but it did signal the
beginning of an investigation
process that would bring in
witnesses and ultimately lead
to a vote on wether or not
Cook should be removed
from his seat.
D The results from the
vote were not available at
press time, but are up on the
Website.
Pick up a copy of the
Future on Wednesday for
detailed information about
Cook's trial

FL, GA, SC LAND SALE
River, creeks, hardwoods, natural pine,
planted pine, some with development
potential, all have excellent
hunting. View our website
for maps, timber data, etc.
St. Regis Paper Co., 478-987-9700
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Eig!lt months after bowl,
~UCF Football ready to roll
PADRICK BREWER
Editor-in-Chief

NEXT GAME

.6 vs.

A new season, a new quarterback but the same expeci;ations.
The UCF Football team, with
UCF
S.C. State
Mike Greco at the helm, starts its
season tomorrow in an attempt to
Tomorrow, 6 p.m. IBright House Stadium
win consecutive conference
championships for the :first season with a 7-4 season
In what could be a rare occurtime in school history.
UCF played its first rence for the Knights this season,
home game last sea- they will have an edge at quarterson against No. 7- back with Greco taking the reins
ranked Texas in its under center.
Greco only threw 45 passes last
first
on-campus
season, but even his small number
football game.
The
Knights of passes is more than who South
lost 35-32 to the Big Carolina State will rely on.
The Bulldogs, who have a situaXII team but would
go on to win their tion similar to UCF's - a lack of
next six home contests, experience at the position - just
don't have the same
including
athleticism at the
the
Conferposition
ence USA ChamGone is starter
pionship.
Cleveland McCoy,
Tomorrow's
the team's secondhome
opener
leading rusher last
against South Caroliseason, and now
na State will be
the burden is on
decidedly less trying
sophomore Malthan last season's.
colm Long, who
"I know our footplayed sparingly
ball team is excited,"
with 34 passes last
UCF head coach
- GEORGE O'LEARY season
George O'Leary said.
UCF
FOOTBALL
HEAD COACH
Long, who made
"I think they are like
seven appearances
every team this time
of year: They want to hit somebody in 2007, struggles with his accuracy
- he completed just 41 percent of
else.
"I am happy we're opening up. his passes last year - and will be
We have had some good practices.... backed up by two freshmen
Unlike some of the offenses that
I think the kids are anxious. The
kids want to play games. Very few UCF will face this season, the Bullki4s want to practice. They go nuts. dogs' quarterbacks do not present a
They want to line up and play strong rushing threat. Long had a
total of -16 rushing yards in 2007.
games:•
The Bulldogs return seven offenThe Bulldogs, the 2006 MidEastern Athletic
Conference sive starters, including running back
champs, missed the Football ChamPLEASESEE BULLDOGS ON A12
pionship Subdivision playoffs last

'[The players]
want to hit
somebody else.
... They want to
line up and play.'

Knights prep for South Carolina State
with uncertainty surrounding offense
BRIAN MURPHY
Sports Editor

This offseason must have felt
different for the UCF Football
team and its fans. The Knights
have always been the ones with
something to prove, unfinished
business to talce care of; or having
to live with the question "What
if?'' for eight months.
Instead. UCF enters 2008 as
the hunted, the team that fu1filled
its championship goal and a team
that has to find the answer to a
different question: 'What's next?"
'1 think it's hard to get to the
championship; I think it's harder
to stay there," head coach George
O'Leary said during an Aug. 5
press conference.· ''But you don't
want to be a rollercoaster-type
team. Once you get there, you
want to have the ability to stay
there. That's basically what our
goal is: win championships."
UCFs first step of2008 comes

against South Carolina State
tomorrow at 6 p.m. Even though
the Bulldogs are a member of the
Football Championship Subdivision - formerly I-AA - they
don't present · an automatic
pushover for the Knights. They
possess a very solid running
game and what could be an omen
regarding UCFs overall success
this season Here are a few things
to watch:

SO, WHAT HAVE
WE GOT HERE?
The Knights need to make
sure that they are straightened
out before they worry about the
Bulldogs. O'Leary said that his
biggest concern heading into this
game is the unknown. The
Knights have an accomplished
and experienced defense, but
everyone knows that the offense
is unproven That is what the first
game of every season is about:
finding out who or what works,

One question surroundi~g UCF's offense earty th_is ~ n is how the ~bsence of wide
receiver Kamar Aiken w,11 affect the team. He will miss four weeks with a fractured foot.

www.CentralFloridaFuture.com

and who or what doesn't.
What will be especially interesting to see is how the running
back situation works itself out.
We know Ronnie Weaver will
start and from there, it's anyone's
guess.
O'Leary said on Tuesday that
he would like to get all four freshmen running backs - Weaver,
Brynn Harvey, Latavius Murray
and Brandon Davis - on the field
at some point. He said it would
depend on field position and
game situation.
The running game is only as
successful as the line blocking in
front of it, and a late change was
made there this week as former
tight end Adam Nissley was
moved to right tackle in place of
JahReid
The passing·game usually is
the last part of a team to get set
because of the lack of in-game
timing, so that may struggle, but
keep an eye on how much more it
will be affected with the absence
of 2007 leading wide receiver
Kamar Aiken, who is out for four
weeks with a fractured foot.
The defense may also be hurt
by the absence oflinebacker Cory
Hogue, and the Knights will have
a new kicker this year, Darren
Daly. All of these issues will be
under a microscope - some
more than others - against the
Bulldogs

game.
Ford was named the preseason Mid-EasternAthletic Conference Offensive Player of the Year.
He scored only four touchdowns
and caught 12 passes last season,
but he has shown he can get it
done versus this level ofcompetition. Although the Bulldogs lost
to South Carolina38-3 last season,
Ford still ran for l12 yards on just
17 carries on Sept.15.
The Bulldogs also have a few
explosive receivers; one in particular is junior Oliver ''Tre" Young.
He's had only 21 receptions in his
two years with the Bulldogs, but
he has made them count for 549
yards and four touchdowns.
"[Young] has got the speed
and the hands, and he got some
experience last season," South
Carolina State head coach Buddy
Pough said in a press release. 'We
have a lot of talented young
receivers, but I think 'Ire has the
best chance to emerge as the kind
of guy we've lacked out there for
a couple of years."

FLATTENING HIS TIRES

LONG WAYTO GO

MIIJDIIIIIVE

South Carolina State junior running
back Will Ford will present a challenge to the Knights,But UCF hopes
its 39th-ranked run defense from last
season can sk7N him down.

Bulldogs' sophomore QB Malcolm
Long completed just 41 percent of his
passes last season.

ARIIJ

ANDY JACOBSOHN/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Check the CFF's Web site for
game updates and recaps

When it comes time to prepare for South Carolina State, the
attention shifts to junior running
back Will Ford. He ran for 1,389
yards and finished in 10th among
FCS running backs with an average of 1263 rushing yards per

FORSET rr NOT
Coming into the 2006 season,
the Knights were coming off a
division title, a trip to the Conference
USA
Championship

appearence and a bowl game.
They opened their season at
home against I-AA team Villanova. Even though they won the
game 35-16, the Knights didn't
play very crisp. They forced
just one turnover and allowed
Wildcats quarterback Marvin
Burroughs to complete nearly
70 percent of his passes.
It felt like the team had
slightly underachieved, even
in a 19-point victory. Maybe it
already had an eye on the follow~ng week's matchup at
Florida, which didn't turn out
too well. That opening game is
what started the Knights'
eventual 4-8 season.
This year may be different,
but with so many familiar scenarios, the Knights need to be
careful. Of course, they know
this. They also know that a
game such as this can change
South Carolina State's season.
"It's a case where they are
p laying a D-1 school a t our
house," senior comerback Joe
Burnett said, "so they're going
to come in with a chip on their
PLEASESEE

SHAKY ON A12

GET YOUR FACTS STRAIGHT

ANOTCH BELOW
Like S.C.State now,FBS team
V"dlanova was UCF~ first foe in 2006.

GETTING ACHANCE
The injury to Kamar Aiken will probably mean more playing time for
sophomore Sidney Haynes, who
caught one pass last season.

A12
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Knights to battle Gators Bulldogs' Ford will be
WILL PERRY

top concern for UCF

StaffWriter

Even though the Knights'
loss to Florida State was a lopsided. affair, the team isn't pushing the panic button. It will look
to get back on track tonight
when they travel to Gainesville
to face the Florida Gators at 8
p.m.
·~ of the mistakes we
made were pretty fixable mistakes," UCF assistant coach
Colby Hale said "I think it's
actually quite a positive thing to
have a game against a rival so
soon. Florida and Florida State,
the girls always get up for
[them]:•
The Gators are ranked No.
19 in the country and are certainly another big rival for the
Knights. The Knights should
have no problem getting energiz.ed for the game, but they will
need to fix the mistakes they
made against Florida State to
take down the Gators.
The Knights traditionally
are slow starters, and the Seminoles took advantage of that by
capitalizing on their early mistakes. Had these situations
come up against another team,
that may not have been the
case, Hale said
"Early on in the season, it
always takes a little bit to figure
out who you are and what role
players are going to play," Hale
said ''When you have some
questions coming in and you
play the No. 2 team in the country, you pay for those mistakes."
In practice this week, the
coaches have been focusing on
correcting those mistakes, as
well as considering different
formation strategies. Since they

FROM

ANDY JACOBSOHN/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF's Yvonne George reacts after the Gators knocked the Knights out of the 2007 NCAA
toumey,4-3 on penalty kicks Nov.19. Tonight in Gainesville, UCF gets its shot at revenge.

expect a lot out of their players,
the coaches made them do
extra fitness work Tuesday
morning as well. But Hale is not
worried about the Knights one
game into the season and fully
expects them to bounce back.
''The game (at Florida) isn't
a must win." Hale said ''There's
no must-win game two games
in. when you have 18 games left
that is. It will be good for their
confidence but I don't think our
team is lacking that confidence.
"Because they've had success in the past, I don't think
their egos are fragile. We're not
presenting it to the team as a
must win. but that doesn't make
it any less important. They
want to win this game because
it's Florida."
The Knights are an attacking
team and will look to maintain
possession of the ball in order

to keep the Gators off balance
and slow them down.
The team isn't . worried
about Aline Reis in goal either,
and it has full confidence in her
abilities. Even though she
allowed five goals against FSU,
it won't affect her tonight, Hale
said
.
''.Aline has a great mentality
for a goaltender,'' Hale said.
"She's a pretty tough kid I think
she realized we put her in some
difficult situations, and she did
the best she could with it
'We have no concerns at
goalkeeper."
The Gators made it to the
NCAA Tournament last year,
where they eliminated the
Knights in the second round
The Gators have played two
games so far this season, a tie
with Colorado and a win
against Florida Atlantic.

A11

Will Ford
Ford ran for 1,389 yards last
season - the second-best single-season total in school history.
After Ford, the name of the
game is again depth, or the lack
thereo£
The rest of the returning
running back contingent ran
for 166 yards in '07 - all of
them by Travil Jamison.
There will be little opportunity for the Bulldogs to find
success either through the air
or on the ground against the
Knights.
With the most experienced.
defensive secondary in the
country and a strong front
seven, points, yards and first
downs will be at a premium for
South Carolina State.
O'Leary said that UCF's

UCF lost wide receiver
goal will be to keep South Carolina State's athletes in check Kamar Aiken for three to four
when the Knights are on weeks because of a foot injury,
defense and that quick execu- and linebacker Cory Hogue
tion will be key for the UCF will miss the season opener
with a leg injury.
offense.
South Carolina State suf''Defensively, we chart them
at about 53 percent blitz on fered a rash of injuries early in
every down, so they are going practice, but several st~~rs
to bring some heat," O'Leary were able to resume practicmg
said "I think our success will near the end of August
Although UCF will be
depend on how well we pick
up the blitz. I think it's nice to opening at home against a
blitz a lot, but if you live by the Football Championship Subdisword, you die by it eventual- vision team, O'Leary said it is
important not to overlook
ly."
Picking up the blitz will be those teams in light of what
the experienced. UCF offensive Appalachian State was able to
line, led by left tackle Patrick accomplish against Michigan.
"... They are all going to
Brown and center Mike Lavoie.
Adam NISSiey has supplant- have guys who can run,"
ed. Jah Reid at the right tackle · O'Leary said. "They all have
spot to protect Greco's blind guys who can go get it with the
wide receivers. Usually, the
side.
Both teams will be on the separation is the offensive and
· mend slightly for tomorrow's defensive lines as far as the
depth.''
game.
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Shaky QB damages S.C. State's
chances of pulling huge upset
FROM

•
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shoulder and say 'Let's knock
·'em out. Let's prove that we
can win.'
"We've got to live up to
the fact that we are the top
dogs and we've got to go in
and play our game.''
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South Carolina State is not
Appalachian State. - The
Mountaineers were reigning
FCS champs when they
claimed victory at Michigan
to begin another championship year. The Bulldogs
were third in the Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference last
season, finishing behind
Delaware State and Norfolk
State.
They ranked second in
the conference in both offensive and defensive production, but that was with Cleveland McCoy under center.
Now, the Bulldogs will hit the
field with 6-foot-3, 257-pound
sophomore Malcolm Long as
their quarterback.
In limited action last season, he completed just 14 of
34 passes. And the Bulldogs
were outscored 72-6 against

...

PHOTO COURTESY SC STATE SPORTS INFORMATION

Junior running back Will Ford is the Bulldogs' biggest weapon. He ran for 1,389 yards last
season, giving him the 10th highest total in the Football Championship Subdivision.

two D-I schools last season,
Air Force and South Carolina. In those games combined, Long went 2-of-8 for
12 yards.
Still, the Knights know
that the Bulldogs will come
into Bright House Networks
Stadium with something to
prove, a feeling 'Vith which

UCF is familiar.
The Knights should have
enough talent and strength
to overwhelm the Bulldogs,
but they can't take their eye
off this game just because a
long-awaited
rematch
against South Florida is on
the horizon. You know what
they say about any given day.
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V?lleyball opens year
with Ga. tournament
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•
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outs, e 1tter. nn Cam~bell ~as the.Knights' leader in kills and digs last season.

Campbell and the Knights begin their 2008 season tonight in a match versus Jacksonville.

RYAN BASS
StaffWriter •

The message is simple for
the 2008 UCF Volleyball team.
"The future is here" is the
motto this team has been
advertising, and that journey
begins tonight.
UCF, which recorded a 9-23
~ecord last se~on, will begin
its new campaign on the road
at the Georgia Southern Invitational in Statesboro, Ga The
Knights' first match will come
against Jacksonville tonight at 5
p.fn.

UCF wiU then turn its attention to Georgia Southern at
noon Saturday before facing
Presbyterian at 5.
The Knights will be using
these games and the upcoming
weeks as a measuring stick for
who ~ mix into their starting
rotation. The team welcomes
10 newcomers to the roster and
returns six contributors from
last season, including Jenny
Heppert, Stephanie Serna and

Erin Campbell.
'½. lot of coaches like to have
[a rotation] established as they
are heading into [the first]
week," first-year head coach
Todd Dagenais said "I think for
me, if we can have something
established by the second or
third week of the season where
we know what our rotation is,
then that would be good."
This series in Georgia kicks
off a swing of 14 of the next 16
matches on the road for the
Knights.
Once UCF has completed
the invitational, the team will
travel home to take on No. 2ranked Stanford on Tuesday,
and then spend 11 of its next 12
matches away from The
Venue. Dagenais will look at
this experience as an opportunity to help his team bond
''Being on the road to start,
that's an interesting thing," he
said. ''You start to bond as a
group because when you are
on the road, it's just you. There

are no distractions and there
are not a lot of family friends
and phone calls and things like
that. It's really you and your
team."
The Knights come into
tonight's matchup against the
Dolphins with a 38-14 edge in
the all-time series. The Dolphins went 19-13 last season,
including 8-3 in the Atlantic
Sun Conference. They return
their top two offensive players
in Sara Bendorf and Aidan Yeager, who racked up 336 and 287
kills, respectively. Michelle
Walroth is back to lead the Dolphins' defense after tallying 672
digs last season.
Host team Georgia Southern will be next up for the
Knights, who will try to extend
their all-time series lead to 11-0
against the Eagles. Georgia
Southern comes into this
match after posting a record of
10-21 in 2007. They welcome
eight newcomers to the mix
and welcome back kills leader
Bianca Julio. The Knights will
have to watch out for the middle hitters on the Georgia
Southern squad because they
bring a duo in Michelle Uzoh
and Sarah Gildersleeve who
combined to appear in 213
games last season.
Closing out the tournament
will be Presbyterian. The Blue
Hose return five starters from a
team that went 20-13 last season and will feature an experienced starting rotation with
three-year . starters Rachel
Lewis and Justine Lanchester
joining two other seniors.
UCF redshirt
freshman
Kristin Fisher is excited to get
the 2008 season going and
build on that message of a fresh
start this year.
"I think team-wise we are
going to be something special;'
Fisher said. "I think we are
going to come back from an
[off] year and have an extremely · good season. Our team is
amazing. We are really close
and we have worked so hard
this preseason."

You and nine guests will enjoy a
VIP PARTY tent with
complimentary food and beverages.
Plus, TICKETS to see the big game on

11/08, UCF vs. Southern Miss.
Enter online at

www. ucfathletics.comlcentex
Visit these Centex communities and get FREE
tickets for touring our models!
Hurry, quantities and time are limited!

8/30 vs. South Carolina State

Visit the Villas at Chase Groves for your chance at one of 30 tickets!

9/06vs. USF

Visit Emerson Park for your chance at one of 30 tickets!

10/04 vs. SMU

Visit Emerson Park, Legacy Park or Chase Groves for your chance at
one of 20 tickets, at each location!

11/08 vs. Southern Miss

Visit Legacy Park for your chance at one of 30 tickets!

Visit us online for driving directions to the communities.

Centex.com/Orlando

Centex®
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Go a-way stupid rain, it's time to rock
RACHEL WILSON
Contributing Writer

Fans waited outside of BackBooth in downtown
Orlando in the cold wind and rain to see bands such
as Blood On The Dance Floor, Lunatic caxidy Kreep,
Irrational and Wednesday 13.
All ofthese bands had their own image and separate genres of music. While Blood On The Dance
Floor had an upbeat, dance party theme going on, the
other three bands kept it on the dark side.
'Well, it mentions blood and dance floors;• fan
Rachel Nelson said ''Dance floors imply disco and
blood implies a type of grittier lyric and sound
Together they make the electro fusion which is

Blood On The Dance Floor."
Pleather, platform knee-high boots, and black was
to be the theme of the night, despite Blood On The
Dance Floor's colorful performance.
'We definitely stand out, but we like that:' said
Dahvie Vanity, the lead singer of Blood On The
Dance Floor. ''The thing is, music is about creativity
and originality, and if we were all sheep, it'd be such
a boring world We're like the black sheep, but that's
cool because we want to be different."
Vanity, 23, didn't let the mismatched set list deter
him from having fun. Their name, music and fashion
sense were on the opposite side of
the spectrum from

the other bands.
.''It represented the meaning of our music, which
is like, non-traditional electronic music, very unique
and very different;' Vanity said ''If you could take
dance music but add a little twist to it, that was our
band It kind ofsuited our meaning."
Along with a band's name, stage presence is
everything. All of the bands that played had their
own sense of presence. Local Orlando
band Lunatic Candy Kreep
PLEASE SEE

BACKBOOTH'S ON A16

You're no rock 'n' roll fun, Fay
STEPHANIE KUNCMAN
Contributing Writer

Tropical Storm Fay could not stop local
music fans from going to The Social last
Thursday. Fans of Orlando bands trickled
into the downtown club, dripping with rain
from the storm outside. A sign on the door
read 'We are still open." The rain did not stop
eager fans from attending a $7 show.
The Kidney Stones opened, even though
their guitar player had emergency surgery
and couldn't be there. They chanted •ruioy''

STEPHANIE KUNCMAN / CENTRAL FLORIDAFUTURE

The Little Debbies have been a part of the Orlando
music scene in different bands for the past 10 years.

If Pt:1~LJ'P6J:'
~

If J;,1:1

No go for a ptmk show; rock on a c1md
WHITNEY HAMRICK
Variety Editor

• •

• •
• •
• •

"Thanks for coming out, it's nice to see such a huge
crowd," said Heidi Kneisl, bassist of Apocalypse-A-GoGo to the relatively vacant room at BackBooth for a
night of $6 local punk rock on Tuesday.
"Leave your house, leave your apartJ:nent, get off
myspace, away from the television and come see a
show and support local music," A-Go-Go drummer
Chris Welty said.
Awesome and the Ass Kickers, LARF and Government Flu, a Dead Kennedys cover band from Ft. Laud-

and played the accordion.
With the fans ready to get wild, all-female
band The Little Debbies took the stage. Lead
singer, guitarist and keyboardist Michelle
Lane wore a calf-length, rainbow-colored
polka dot dress along with glitter-coated flats
that sparkled as her feet tapped to the beat.
A surf-rock band, The Little Debbies
members include Lane, lead guitarist and
vocalist Milka Ramos, bass guitarist Erin
Nolan, and drummer Tma Ferrell They also
PLEASE SEE

MUSIC ON A16
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The Full Effect take the
stage for a packed house
WHITNEY HAMRICK
Variety Editor

Reggie and the Full Effect,
MC Chris, Warship and
LeATHERMOUTH kicked
off the Last Stop: Crappy
Town Farewell Tour at The
Social Aug. 20.
The solo project of James
Dewees, formerly of The Get
Up Kids, streamed from
writing songs that didn't
seem to fit The Get Up Kids
motif, which resonate a
mocking glorification of the
emo pop-rock genre he
helped create.
"James kind of invented
all that stuff IO years before it
got popular," Iero said. "The
kids actually know what's
up. I've been listening to
Reggie since I was way
young, they've been one of
my favorite bands [since he
showed at CBGB back in
1997) since his first tour."
Dewees tours extensively
as a keyboardist with such
bands as New Found Glory
and My Chemical Romance,
where he met rhythm guitarist Frank Iero, bandmate
of Reggie and lead singer of
LeATHERMOUTH. Typically for a Reggie tour, the
set li.i,t consists of Dewee's
friends creating a musical
chairs rotation as everyone
plays in the other's band.
LeATHERMOUTH
dressed in all white except
for the letters spelling
''mouth" written haphazardly in permanent marker on
the left shoulder of the band
members, including Dewees
on drums.
"This song is about you
guys, it's for you guys," Iero
said. "lt's about cutting off
your ears and setting yourself on fire, its called I'm
going to kill the president of
the United States of Ameri-

JOHANNA STEWART/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

LARF, an Orlando youth based pop punk rock band, played loud and proud despite the lack of an audience Tuesday night at BackBooth.

Can't stop the punk rock
FROM

SARAH ROGERS / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Reggie and the Full Effect's James Dewees, top, and Christopher"MC Chris"Ward hype up
the aowd at The Social, Aug. 20 to the delight of the densely packed Orlando venue.

ca."
Iero kneeled close to the
edge of the stage, face buried
in the pit of fans as he sang
the lyrics to an album yet to
be release yet the crowd
sang back in unison.
"It's really weird," Iero
said. ''We don't even have a
record out or anything. They
really researched and found
out about it. I didn't really
expect anyone to know the
words, which helped me out
a lot because I didn't have
any breath yet."
Iero frequently stopped
singing to marvel at the
crowd's ability to fill in. The
perverse dedication of some
was apparent when Iero spit
into the air and a member of
the crowd caught some on
their palm and licked it
clean.
Dewees explained that
the farewell tour was like a
KISS farewell tour where the
band says they're never coming back, but in reality they
will, with more merchandise
and re-mastered CDs of the
same songs.
"I want everyone to be
excited about this," Christopher "MC Chris" Ward said.
"Like we're all in Jurassic
Park and the T-Rex is about
to escape."
Ward is best know for his
high pitch "nerdcore" hiphop, as a writer for Cartoon
Network shows such as Sealab 2021, The Brak Show and
Space Ghost Coast to Coast,
as well as his voice work for
Aqua Teen Hunger Force as
MC Sir Loin and MC Pee
Pants. His music encompasses Batman, Star Wars, falling
in love with a girl working at
Dairy Queen and his love of
Robitussin.
"This is a dream come
true for me," Ward said. "I've
been a fan of James for years
and I'm honored to be here.
When I found out he was a
fan of me, I was ecstatic. Are
you guys excited for Reggie
and the Full Effect? I'm excited. I'm such a big fan, but I'm
trying not to act like it, probably the biggest here. I love
my life ... I could get hit by a
bus after I get off stage, I
don't care. I'm having a great
time."
Dewees appeared on
stage dressed in Hannah
Montana merchandise and a
mullet wig, flaunting his
obsessive pondering over
the success of Miley Cyrus, a I
relatively subdued version of
his popular cqlture lam-

A,:

pooning expertise which has said fan Rebecca 1 Smith, not
included fishnets, fake blood, getting the joke. "They're
lingerie and KISS regalia.
good to see. It's a good time.
A cluster of headband- It's pretty bizarre. They do a
and-fake-mustache-clad fans Slayer cover. He comes out
knew all the words to in a devil Halloween mask
"Happy V Day," "Get Well and there's a lot of fake blood
Soon" and "Gloves." The and all that good stuff. He
audience multiplied like does do thongs. One time I
molecules, fidgeting and saw him come out on a big
rubbing shoulder to shoulder wheel in shiny disco pretty
for a better handheld camera breeches and waistcoats.
shot, every time a glance was Yeah, I don't know, but it was
spared from the stage anoth- . there all the same."
er one appeared scream the
To learn more about Reglyrics hoarse in your ear; gie and the Full Effect,
mashed peanuts into butter LeATHERMOUTH or MC
style.
Chris
go
to
"I really love Reggie and http://www.myspace.com/re
the Full Effect and I'm kind ggieandthefulleffect,
of bummed that it's their last http://wwwleathermouth.com
tour. They're just really fun," or http://www.mcchris.com.
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Combating with the alternative range of Tyack created a yin and yang vocal harmony, dynamically opposed
and balanced at the same
time. Alvin Bauer played a
bongo drum and Chris
Welty played drums.
A great component of
punk and alternative music
is the tendency to whisper
breathily before shrieking.
"We don't really throw
ourselves into one genre,"
Kneisl said. "I guess we lean
more toward punk, but it's
about people coming to our
shows and having a good
time."
Tyack and Kneisl mocked
what the crowd would say if
there were one during their
set.
"Wow! Apocalypse-AGo-Go is [freaking] great,"
Kneisl said.
"How do they come up
with it?" Tyack said.
"Such skill," Kneisl said.
"I feel great after a show, a
blood pressure let down,"
said Tyack while garage pop
punk Larf took the stage.

"We just walked around outside. Nothing's going on, it's
dead."
Bile, lead singer of Government Flu said the band
started as 77 Swindle doing a
few Dead Kennedys covers
and fans told him he sounded exactly like Jello Biafra.
The other bands jumped
around and sang along to
"Chemical Warfare," "Holiday in Cambodia," and
"Police Truck," as Bile performed a near perfect mimic
of Biafra's signature inflectional vocals. Regardless of
whether Bile sounds like
Biafra he says he's not a
political guy.
"I'm the guy that can
wear the suit, I sound good,"
Bile said. Dead Kennedys no
longer tour with Biafra and
to Bile it's not the same. "The
DK's are no good without
Jello. I sent them a CD of us,
but I don't know if they got
it."
Awesome and the Ass
Kickers have been performing in Orlando for almost a
year, wearing Lucha Libre
masks and capes. In between
songs lead guitarist Mucha-

cho calls for high-S's from
the crowd and turns on a
light with the black text
reading, "applause" as drummer Johnny Dingleberry
jumps up and down with a
sign that reads, ''.Ass Kickers."
''.Alright everybody, shut
up,"
Dingleberry
said.
"Ladies and Gentlemen, your
music selection is about to
become obsolete because
you're about to witness the
greatest band that ever
walked or wheeled across
this Earth."
During a song about meatball spaghetti, Dingleberry
threw a dodge ball painted to
resemble a meatball at all of
five people watching, who
joyfully beaned members of
the band as it bounced back
"We're ex-luchadors from
Guadalajara, Mexico, and we
used to be in a mariachi band
and by night. We were
wrestling until Loco Chancopa Verde broke [bassist]
Jose Verda's legs by cheat ing," Dingleberry said. "So
we decided to move to the
states and change our music
style to punk rock to blend."

EARN MONEY FOR YOUR
PLASMA DONATION
We are looking for healthy, compassionate people who are
interested in making $25-$100+ PER DONATION up to twice
a week. Plasma is used to make medicines that keep people
healthy. Make money and help others at the same time!

Ca// Mid-Florida
today to set up
Youra'P'P .
omtment/

For more Information, please call :

Mid-Florida Biologicals
(407) 628-4248
Located near 1-4 by the Altamonte Mall
www.cangene .com/donor.htm

FREE ADMISSION
50C Hot Dogs, 50C Solt Drinks
& 50C Beer!
(Promotions GOOD DAY & NIGHTI
This Ad Good
For I Free Program
(Any Performance)

College Students Always Free
(With Valid 1.0.)
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exemplified this sense of presence.
"Well, stage presence can
sometimes be as important, if
not more important, than the
actual music being played,"
Brandon Shaw said ''Especially for the smaller bands in
music, the audience is looking
for something to catch their
. attention and remember the
band If a band has great live
presence, they have a better
chance sticking out than a
band that doesn't."
The lead singer, alias
Spanky Love, came out with a
black stripe painted down the
center of his face. He also had
red cat-eye contacts, tattered

and paint-splattered clothes.
Love spat beer on the audience
standing near the stage. The
nightly trend of head banging
and hair swinging began.
Irrational, another local
band, followed Lunatic Candy
Kreep. Irrational lightened up
the mood a little bit with a
more alternative rock 'n' roll
sound They kept the energy
going by jumping in the middle of the audience and crowd
surfing.
Wednesday 13, the headlining band, took the stage one by
one, dressed in black as intro
music began to play, changing
the atmosphere to a sense of
suspense through the audience.
"Good evening boys and

girls, and welcome to this
amazing rock show tonight,"
said lead singer Joseph Poole.
"Now when the lead singer
talks, you guys make some
noise. Now, make some noise."
The drummer cued the
audience to start moshing
when he hit his cowbell to
which six audience members
complied, creating a wormhole effect in the center of the
pit.
A.t the end ofeach set, every
band thanked the audience for
sticking it out through the
storm. Most ofthe audience, in
return, seemed happy to have
made it to the show as they
waited in line to buy merchandise and meet the bands.

refer to themselves as Aquanetta Jenkins, Khan Yi, The Black
Mamba, and Teen Laqueefa,
respectively. Band members
socialized with their fans
before the show.
The members have been
involved in the Orlando music
scene for the past 10 years
through different projects. Ferrell worked as the drummer for
Vomit Pop in 2001 and Nolan
played bass for The Black
Noise.
Ferrell and Nolan have
lmown each other for four
years, with The Llttle Debbies
forming four months ago. They
wanted to start an all girls band
along the lines of '60s girl
power pop and do-wop punk,
according to Ferrell
"Eventually we started making awesome songs together,"
Ferrell said

They chose the name The
Llttle Debbies because it is cute
and sadistic at the same time.
'We are all different ethnicities - I mean we all look like
we just stepped out of a Benetton ad," Ferrell said. 'We all
have passion for different types
of music and most importantly,
we strive to be good musicians.''
They started off their set
with ''Lose My Cool," and
played other songs, including
''The French Song" and ''The
Fever."
'We are probably in your
mom's music collection," Lane
said, giggling. 'We're gonna do
a little jamming"
They finished their set with
a song called "Metro."
Moments after walking off the
stage, the crowd cheered for an
encore. They took the spotlight
again, and covered Patsy Cline's
"Gotta Lot of Rhythm in My
Soul"

''They're all wonderfully talented ladies;· said Josh Becker,
24, a friend of Nolan's.
''They're doing good things '-)
and shouldn't stop," Becker
added
The Ludes played next.
Nolan's husband, JeffNolan, is a !guitarist and singer for the
band Erin Nolan danced to her
husband's music.
Buffalo Gun, a Southern ti
rock-indie band, closed the
show.
The earlier bands rooted
them on, and the crowd went
wild for the deep voice of lead
singer Bradd Shapiro.
To listen to some of The Llttle Debbies' jams, visit
www.myspace.com/thelittledebbiessnacks. The Llttle
Debbies also have future shows \
set for The Capitoi in Ocala,
Taste in Orlando and Will's
Pub, which is re-opening soon
in Orlando.
\J
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD

•

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classijieds
By phone: 407-447-4555

•

By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse Ra. behind Chick-Fil-A

•

PAYMENT METHODS

Online:
9 am. day before publication

VISA, MC, AMEX, Discover, Cash, Check

Phone, fax, in person:
5 p.m. Fri for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri issue

•

BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 + OK 800-965-6520 x 107.

•

Maitland veterinary clinic hiring all
positions. Please call or fax resume
407-645-1970 or 407-645-0834 (f) or
come Into office to fill out application.

.
I
CYBIS#.
Emerging audiovisual & event
company seeks talented Creative
Media Designers & Live Production
Freelance Team (Director, Stage
Manager, Audio, Camera). Apply at
www.thinkcybis.com/join-us

f •

Counselors wanted for afterschool
program at KidTown, USA, Winter
Springs. Great facilities and kids.
Would suit Elementary Education
Major. Call 407 696 0113.

"

• TOMA KEAYDlf fERaEN(E
1

0

in a young girfs life?

BECOME AMENTOR AND HELP SHAPE THE
MINDS OF OUR FUTURE LEADERS WITH
THE GET REAL MENTORING PROGRAM!
T011110 /l! lnfotmallM Cunrurt Cece Smr1111 G1rl Scooh 0((11,u, founal

407 RIJ6.4J7S ext 1131 ormou clcrvi, a~ vrq

•

•

UCF Experiential Learning
Co-op/Internships. Earn a competitive
salary. Gain major-related work
experience. Work flexible hours.
Visit Ferrell Commons, Ste. 203, call
407-823-2667 or email
el@mail.ucf.edu.
Website Developer. Strong HTML,
CSS, programming (ASP or PHP,
JavaScript) skills req'd. Graphics
design/layout a plus. $15-20/hr.
resumes@vistaits.com
$5,000. PAID EGG DONORS. +
expenses. Non smokers, ages 19-29,
SAT >1100/ACT >24/ GPA 3.0
Contact: info@eggdonorcenter.com

SALES REP NEEDED!
Classified Sales Rep needed for
Central Florida Future & Seminole
Chronicle. Sales Experience
Preferred, Flexible Schedule, Great
Opportunity! Looking for hard
working, reliable, energetic person to
SELL SELL SELL! Email resume and
availability to:
Trishal@Knightnewspapers.com

•
•

Executive search and recruiting
firm Is In need of agressive and
energetic PT sales associates.
Great pay and resume builder.
Very flexible hours, fun and young
Orlando office. 321-257-0812 or
Willlam.S@CrawfordThomas.com
Science/engineering/math graduate
students! Part-time math tutors
needed. Please call Allan Torres 407856-9619.
Valet parking attendants needed.
$10-$13/hr. PT days and evenings,
flex hrs. Immediate openings.
Call 407-616-3296
WANTED: EXPERIENCED THEATRE
MANAGER: THE GRAND 12 in LAKE
MARY: Prior management experience
required. Prior theatre experience a
plus, but not a prerequisite.EOE.
Good pay and benefits.
Fax resume to 321-832-0208 or email
to lakemary@amstarcinemas.com.

125

Part-time flexible hours • Most work
from -home • Must have excellent writing
skills • $10/hr Email resumes to
erikdevash@gmail.com

lite

Now hiring childcare professionals who love children.
Flexible, part-time scheduling, perfect for students!
Earn more on weekends!
Please call 407-828-0920 ext 0
to schedule an interview.

Weekend Groundscleaner - $12/hr
Hunter's Ridge Apartments
Sat & Sun, 7:30am - 9:30am
Call 407-6TT-7070

GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM
Paid Survey Takers Needed in
Orlando. 100% FREE to join.
Click on Surveys.
work one day week - sell our exclusive
collegiate UCF planks. you buy fer
$5.30 (delivered) and sell for at least
$9.99 or more on game days. 877-2626937 kim.schaffer@nacedar.com www.nacedar.com

9

Townhouse For Rent in Cambridge
Circle. 2 Bd/2.5 Ba, all appliances
included. 1/2 mi. from UCF, W/D. Avail
Now. $800/mo. Call 407-575-4388 or
407-310-6583

V Free admission
V Open to all business professionals, recent
graduates and undergraduate students
of all majors

V Resumes and business attire required
For more information contact the NSHMBA Orlando
Chapter at 407.517.7142 or visit www.orlando.nshmba.org
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Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3
box contains the
digits 1 through 9
with no repeats.

6

1 2

Puzzles by Pappocom

Friday puzzle:
Hard/eve/
Monday puzzle:
Easy/eve/

8 3

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

CROSSWORD

TOWNHOUSE FOR RENT
approx. 1 mile from UCF campus
2bd/2ba w/loft, washer/dryer, patio.
Avail. August
Hurry, wont last!!! $739/mo.
Call 954-648-6644

ACROSS
1 Took flight
5 Earthshaking
event
10 As a result
14 "Clair de
15 Citified
16 All-knowing
17 Fe
18 On the ball
19 Brainchild
20 Sweet, undiluted
juice
22 Conrad's "Heart
of "
24 Casual tops
26 Armored
vehicle
27 Silvery food fish
29 Shotgun ball·
33· Fair and square
36 Be a bookworm
38 Archie~ a.k.a.
Cary Grant
39 Single unit
40 Genderless
42 •
Loves You"
43 Stable unit
45 Female swans
46 Nautical "Yol"
47 Empty
promises
49 Confiscate
51 Smile radiantly
53 Depository for
goods
57 Opposite of
angelic
61 Covered with
trees
62 Done with
63 Scree element
65 Warbled
66 Pitchfork point
67 Turkish seaport
68 Grimm meanie
69 Aspersion
70 Titled peer
71 Suggestive
glare

Walk To UCF;
spacious 2/2 condo in quiet area;pool;lake front;w/d;$1200/mo;
561-371-5222

$450/mo utilities/net included
3/1 house ten minutes from UCF
9549371223 koyapb@ix.netcom.com
available now
$480 a month. Female to share 2/2.5
2 story townhouse. Immaculate
condition. Gated community, access to
clubhO\JSe, gym and pool. Everything
but electricity is included. Contact
Sherene 305-528-0637

**Available Now** ·
ROOM4 RENT
Male/Female Roommate
3/2 Home off Dean Road near
University. Minutes from UCF.
$500 a month + deposit
ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED - Water,
Electric, High speed wireless internet
and cable.
Contact Patrick@ 407.719.9580
or email jpwaldenjr@hotmail.com

8/28/08

© 2008 Tribune Media Service-, Inc.
All righle reMrved,

7 Sacked out
8 Gold standard
9 Catch in a
setup
10 Shine with
amusement
11 Lie doggo
12 Applications
13 Seven bodies
21 Escort's offering
23 Funeral toll
25 Catch forty
winks
28 Import duties
30 Bind with rope
31 Feedback,ofa
sort
32 People in
general
33 Actor Hartnett
- DOWN
34 Golden Rule
word
1 Spark producer
2 Tackle-box
35 Perch on a
bicycle
items
3 Son of Caln
37 Sand drifts
40 ET
4 Canine doctor?
5 Billets
. 41 So to speak
44 Worker
6 WWW address

46 Spray dispenser
48 Dried grape
50 San Diego
landmark
52 Seder serving
54 Old saw
55 Artistic style

56
57
58
59
60

Garden tool
Periods
Very wicked
Options list
Search
thoroughly
64 Goose egg

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

2/1.5, $1300, kitchen, laundry, gym,
pool, UTILITIES INCLUDED, Baldwin
Park. Month to month, one month
deposit, 407-739-8891, Gina

AUGUST RENT FREE

1 Rm Avail in 4/4 house. Private Bath,
Close to UCF in Oviedo, Nice '
Community. Prefer Female. $500/mo.
includes util. Call Mike 407-461-2999
Room. avail. in 3/2/2 $550 River Park
subdiv. private bath, 3 mi to UCF, furn.
New appl. W/D, utilit incl. Must be 25 &
up. Bkgrnd chk. Jorge 305-527-5415.
Furnished room, private bath/entrance.
All util. incl. $550/mo. plus security
deposit. No Smoking or drinking.Female preferred. Call 407-733-2125
Need Guy Roommate Right Away
Close to UCF, townhouse only $475
Move in ASAP. Call 407.277.4007

Female roommate needed ASAP to
share a 3/2 house in Waterford Lakes
with 2 other girls. Hardwood floors,
fireplace. Rent is $500 a month plus
utilities.
Call 305-206-3831

[fm

SUBLEASE

1 or 2 Female Roommates N/S
Available ASAP. $475 includes utilities.
Dean Rd. KellyRoop@hotmail.com
609-330-3673

Pegasus Landing 3 bdrm re-lease.
$555/mo. Util. included. Close to
UCFNalencia. Female student only.
Sep. FREE. Call 407-259-8217

Room for Rent in furnished 4/Br home.
1 mile from UCF, off University.
Internet, cable, utilities included. $500
per month. (772) 359-2797

Pegasus Landing 4 Bdrm re-lease.
$535/mo. Utilities included. Close to
UCFNalencia. Female student only.
Call 727-505-2975.

Looking for M/F. 1 Rm avail. in 3/2
gated comm, furnished w tv 2006.
$450/mo. Near UCF on Alafaya. Call
954-319-7868

A Hiring Opportunity Event

$8

·g

7

Beautiful 5 bedroom house in gated
community minutes from UCF, VCC,
and Waterford Lakes. Need two clean
female roommates, dog friendly, and
600/month includes all utilities and
cable/internet. Please call Cathryn at
407-435-4491 or email
catyoung85@aol.com

NUIOH.ll SOCIETY OF HlSPAIIIC MUS

$18
$12

.ss

9
3

7 8 6

1st month free! 1/1 condo 3rd fir.
Uptown Altamonte. $700/mo pool,w/d,most utllltes incid. Avail ASAP.
Lun5210@yahoo.com for more Info.

Lake/Pool-side unit is on Lk Pineloch Downtown. Incl. water,OUC for power.
Access to & 1-4/408. 2 Bdrms offer lrg
closets, connecting bthrm w/2 sinks.+
half bath w/ WO. Call 407-898-0112

NSH~ MBA.

llm..t

$12

5

4

For Rent! Fully remodeled 2/2 w/loft
townhouse. W/D, tile floors, living room
and dining area. $850/mo.1 mile from
UCF Call 407-340-8124

3/2 Condo Mins from UCF off Alafaya
1 BR available. New, gated, clean
nicely furnished, plasma TV, laundry
$550 Inc util, cable, wireless internet
Jason 352.359.0532 or 407.508.0001

YfARS

Bl1I.I

$8

3 7 1

7

1150 sf, 2bed, 2.5 bath, 2-story
TOWNHOUSE for rent. Screened
porch, pond view, community pool.
$1100/month + $800 security deposit.
(407)766-2592.

Thursday, September 4, 2008
10:00 a.m. to 7:30 p.m.
Winter Park Civic Center

!Im.A

• Pricing indudes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day

2 5
4
3

Beautiful 3/2 custom duplex. 2 miles to
UCF. 1150 sq ft. Appliances & lawn
service incl. Non-smoking. $1250/mo.
+ security deposit. 407-359-5001

The Crest at Waterford Lakes!
Luxury Condo 2br/2ba, w/d, gym, pool
Available August, $550/roommate +
1/2 util. Call (407) 247-6423

· e
,sxperie11C

TWENTY

,

Weekend Call Coord. for real estate
company located near UCF. Saturday
& Sunday daytime only. great pay.
Send cover letter and resume to
employment@kwwaterford.com

2

CELEIRAJIHG

B
B

Yll'Stissue:
Each addl issue:

4

Oviedo Alafaya Woods Home Avail to
Faculty and Students! 4/2.5/2 with
living, dining, family, fireplace, pool,
3000sq. ft. $1780/mo.
Call 941-737-9522

Special ZERO down home loan
programs help renters to become
owners. Free details pcarter@remax.net. Paul Carter REALTOR 407-9252734 Remax Town and Country
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Renters Stop Wasting Money
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37S
400
500
600
700
800 Mis<ellaneous
900 Wanted

MAJORS!
Fall Marketing Internship Available!
Flex hours (10-15/week). Great
experience! Fast-paced work
environment. Must be energetic,
creative, hard-working!
UCF credit available.
Send resume w/ cover letter to
RyanM@KnightNewspapers.com.

1 Room Available immediately in
newer 3/2 home. $410/mth. Split
cable/net/untilies Oviedo, 5 mins from
UCF call Joe 863-698-2021

•

17S

325
350

Rm
ForSale:Automotiwe 8
ForSale:General
A
ForSale:Pets
A
Services
8
Announa!l11ents
A
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8
Worship
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Rate
Help Wanted:General
C
Help Wanted:l'ilrt·T- C
He_, Wanted: FuB-Tane C
Business Oppol1unities B
For Rent Homes
B
For Rent Apartments
8
Roommates
A
SUblease
A
For Sale: Homes
8

8 2

•

•
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Monday - Friday
9 am.-Sp.m.

Nanny needed for 3yr old & 1 1/2 yr
old. On Monday and Tuesday. Must
have exp., references. Call 407-2397292 or 352-220-8037

•

100

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

Horse ranch needs PT help in A.M.
Cleaning, Mowing, General Farm
Duties. Near UCF. Possible 1 BO Apt.
Avail. (407) 366-4834.

•

RATES

CLASSIFICATIONS

407-447-4S5S • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

• 100

•

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

325

I have an empty room for rent, includes
cable, internet, electric and water.
$450.00 Only females apply, to share
with same. Across from UCF. Contact
954-804-7280
Female Roommate Needed ASAP
Everything except furniture for $475
Move in right away 407.277.4007

SCOOTERS!!!! Brand new 2008
scooters, 150cc and 50cc. Come to
our home to test drive them! Call
Miguel 813-817-4440.

r:r.,'j1 FOR SALE:

l~ General

NO CREDIT! NO PROBLEM!
GET A CARD TODAY!
GETACARDTODAY. COM
All Steel Buildings
Starting at $4,500
Can erect, Cheap Freight
Steel Prices RISING, Call now
www.scg-grp.com Source #006
407-641-0113
ANNUAL COMMUNITY SALE
August 30th & 31st 7am-3pm@ 3700
Palm Valley Dr, off of N Alafaya Tr. 3
miles N of UCF. Hundreds of items.
Furniture of all kinds. Small
Appliances. Linens. Antiques &
collectibles. Also selling food and
drinks. Dealers are welcomellll

Room for rent in 6 bedroom
home. Behind UCF. Internet/Cable,
utilities, W/D, dishwasher, community
pool, $525/month. Avail. immediately!
M/F. Call 407-876-5697 or 321-4381354

Buy and Sell new and used
textbooks with University of Central
Florida students and college
students nationwide. Cut out the
middle man and try
MyTextbookSpace.com.

M/F roommate needed ASAP.
Beautiful and spacious 3/2 with pool
and spa 10mins from UCF. For more
info call Scott 407-325-3322
Looking for roommate in a newly
refurbished 3/2 furn. or unfurnished
home off University. 7 mins from UCF!
Mature or grad student wanted.
$450/mo util. incl. W/D (407) 617-0805
Responsible N/S Male to share
beautiful.fully furnished 2/2 Condo 1/2
mile from UCF-wood floors,cath .
ceiling.new appliances,washer/dyerclubhouse,gym,pool,tennis courts.
Utilities and cable included. $600/mo
avail. now - Cail 813-763-5517
Room for rent in a 2/2 CONDO,
second floor, $500/mo. inc. utilities &
Internet, laundry, pool, security, clean,
6 miles from UCF. 2 cats. Avail. 9/15
Phone (352)342-1241
Roommate Wanted ASAP.
5 Minutes from UCF on Alafaya
Gated community. Huge closet. Own
balcony. 575 + 1/3 utilities.
Call for more info 407.376. 1636

Full Size Bed
$75 Simmons Beauty Rest; box spring
and mattress, very good condition. I
have several. 407-616-9575

KnightOutfitters.com
.

New UCF Apparel Store
Shirts from $14.99
Get Outfitted I
Sterns & Foster king size pillowtop
mattress and box spring in excellent
condition. $700. Contact 407-9n~18n
or 407-921-1138.

A1hena's by MC
Fun, exciting demo parties
specializing in bedroom toys and
spa prodcuts. Book a Party with
Goddess MCI 407-666-0742
11oddessmc@<1mall.com

Looking for computer users aged 35+
for 90 minute study. Earn $20 for your
time. Contact Brian @ 407-797-7460
or ucfstudy@gmail.com
ATTEND COLLEGE ONLINE from
Home. ·Medical, *Business,
*Paralegal, *Computers *Criminal
Justice. Job placement assistance.
Computer provided. Financial Aid if
qualified. Cail (866)858-2121
www.onlineTldewaterTech.com.

WIN A FREE 30 GB ZUNE
http://www.taztl.com
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More used Books Morie
Coupon may be used from August 25th thru August 31st
Can be used with Bright Futures, financial aid and Gray's Rewards Club Program.
One coupon per customer per visit.
Coupon must be surrendered at time of purchase.
Cannot be combined with other coupons.
Minimum purchase of $50 required
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